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GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

Introduction 

The unifying theme in the three following research chapters is oxygen. The 

goal of this research is to understand the reactivity of complexes with oxygen 

coordinated to transition metal centers. This is accomplished through careful studies 

of the thermodynamics and kinetics of reactions involving metal-oxygen species, 

with special emphasis placed on the mechanism of these reactions. It is hoped that 

such studies of small, well-defined, and relatively long-lived complexes will provide 

insight into their reactivity in far more complicated environments, such as in vivo or 

in catalytic processes. Both compounds derived from molecular oxygen 

coordination to transition metal centers (Chapters I and II) as well as a high oxidation 

state metal-oxo species, and subsequent catalytic redox chemistry, have been 

studied (Chapter I l l ) .  The activation of oxygen is of tremendous importance because 

of the roles it plays in Nature and the roles it may play, and to an extent already 

does play, in economics. It is also an interesting topic for many scientists and the 

agencies that fund them for these same reasons. 

Oxygen activation most often occurs during its coordination to a transition 

metal center, as depicted below. 

This stepwise reduction of oxygen at a metal center generates many reactive 

intermediates and provides the driving force for many oxygen catalyzed reactions. 

These reactive intermediates include superoxometal species, hydroperoxo- and 

alkylperoxometal species, and high-valent metal-oxo compounds. 
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In Nature, the mono- (eq 1) and dioxygenase (eq 2) enzymes catalyze an 

enormous number of biological oxidations using activated molecular oxygen as the 

oxidant. 

2 s  + 0' + 2SO where S is a substrate 

The monoxygenase cyctochrome-P450 is one of the most important and best 

understood examples of such enzymes,' being able to carry out difficult 

hydroxylations of hydrocarbons under physiological conditions. P450 is also involved 

in the metabolism of most pharmaceuticals.' Through extensive study, the oxygen- 

rebound mechanism has been developed to explain P450 rea~tivity.~ 

R-H + Por-.Fel"O* + {Poi*Fe"'-OH + Re} + PorFe"' + R-OH (3) 

Free-radical rearrangements consistent with this mechanism are ~bserved.~  Model 

studies of heme and non-heme oxidases are also very common, and involve all the 

metal oxygen intermediates mentioned 

designed to study P450, and P450's reactions have been successfully mimicked by 

The heme models are typically 

porphyrin complexes of Fell', Cr"', Mn"', and Ru 111 . 9-1 1 , as well as Fe" and H202,12 and 

even the entire system with iron porphyrin as catalyst, 0 2  as oxidant, and Zn powder 

red~ctant. '~. '~ The non-heme studies are generally aimed at emulating the structure 

and mimicking the reactivity of the enzymes methane monooxygenase (MMO) and 

ribonucleotide reductase (RNR)." 
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Commercially, oxygen is the most attractive alternative when compared to 

costly and environmentally unfriendly oxidants such as permanganate and chromate. 

Other cheap and relatively benign oxidants, such as ozone, hydrogen peroxide, and 

alkyl peroxides such as tert-butylhydroperoxide, are themselves produced from 

oxygen. Metal-catalyzed autoxidation is already used in the MC process for the 

production of terephthalic acid from pxylene, the largest commercial oxidation 

process.I6 The worldwide demand for terephthalic acid in 2006 exceeded 2.7 x 10' 

tonnes,17 most of which is destined to be the monomer in polyethylene terephthalate 

polyester, common in bottles. A mixture of Co", Mn", (usually as diacetate salts) and 

Br' (from NaBr or HBr) serves as the catalyst for the overall reaction, as shown in eq 

4 below. 

CH3 

CH3 C02H (4) 

The mechanism of this complex reaction is equally complex, but is understood to 

involve initiation by Co"' produced in situ (eq 5), and sustained by the reaction of 
alkylperoxo radicals with Co", Mn", and Br'. 18,19 

ArCHz-H + Co"' + 0 2  + Co" + ArCHzOO* + H' 

ArCHzOO* + M" + Hf + M"' + ArCH200H -+ Products 

(5) 
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ArCH200* + 87 + H+ + Br* + ArCH200H + Products (7) 

Metal-oxo species are also important oxidants in commercially significant 

heterogeneous autoxidations. In the oxidation of propylene to acrolein, a 

molybdenum oxide surface catalyzes the reaction by serving as the active oxidant. 

Vanadium oxide plays the same role in the conversion of butane to maleic anhydride 

(eq 8)." 

(8) 

Metal-oxo species also play an important role as catalysts in oxygen-atom 

transfer processes (OAT). Oxygen-atom transfers are two-electron redox reactions, 

accomplished by the formal movement of an oxygen atom from an oxidant XO to a 

reductant, R." 

X O + R  + X + R O  (9) 

These reactions are also important in Nature and in industry. A biological example 

can be found in the molybdenum-containing oxotransferase enzymes, such as sulfite 

oxidase or dimethylsulfoxide reductase, both of which add or remove an oxygen 

atom from their respective substrate." These enzymes feature pterin dithiolate 

-oxo at their active sites. Model studiesz3 have successfully mimicked he M ~ I V N I  

structure and reactivity of these  enzyme^.'^ 

An industrial example of OAT is found in the Halcon Oxirane process, where 

propylene is selectively oxidized to its epoxide, propylene oxide, by fert- 

butylhydroperoxide and a metal catalyst. The market for propylene oxide in 2003 
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was over 5 x 1 O6 tonnes per year.25 The metal catalyst is thought to be a cf metal- 

oxo species with bound tert-butylhydroperoxide (TBOOH) that transfers the oxygen 

to propylene in an analogous step to the enzymatic reaction above." 

+ TBOH catalyst 
0 CsH, + TBOOH - 

The mechanism involves either or both an electrophilic attack of the olefin directly on 

the metal-oxo/hydroperoxo intermediate,26 or a stepwise process that involves 

coordination to the metal center followed by formation metallacyclic organometallic 

intermediate.27 

Dissertation Organization 

This thesis is organized into three self-contained chapters, each with its own 

figures, tables, and references. Manuscripts have been submitted for Chapters I and 

II. Chapter 111 has been published in Organometallics. All the work presented in this 

thesis was performed by the author. 
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CHAPTER 1. THE REACTION OF HYDROPEROXOMETAL 

COMPLEXES WITH SUPEROXO- AND HIGH-VALENT METAL 

OXO COMPLEXES OF CHROMIUM. 

Michael J. Vasbinder and Andreja Bakac. 

A manuscript submitted to the Journal of the American Chemical Society. 

Abstract 

The superoxochromium ions LCr(H20)002+ (L = (H20)4 and [14]aneN4) and chromyl 

ion CllVaqO2+ were shown to oxidize hydroperoxometal ions of Rh and Co to their 

corresponding superoxides. Kinetic isotope effects support hydrogen atom transfer 

from hydroperoxo- to superoxometal as the rate limiting step. Rate constants were 

determined and lie in the range of 17 to 130 M-' s-' for LCr(H20)002+ as oxidant and 

103-104 M-' s-l for Ctvaq02+ as oxidant. These rate constants are compared against 

other known hydrogen atom transfer reactions of hydroperoxo-, superoxo-, and oxo- 

metal ions. 
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Introduction 

The following reactions have been studied: 

LMOO'+ + LM*OOH~+ LMOOH'+ + LM'OO~+ 

LMIVO'+ + LM'OOH'' + H++ LM3+ + LM'OO'' 

where M is a transition metal complex of either Cr, Rh or Co with a superoxo, 

hydroperoxo, or oxo-ligand. The reaction of the superoxo and hydroperoxyl radical 

with hydrogen peroxide in solution has been studied in depth.' It is clear that this 

reaction does not yield products analogous to those in eq 1. 

To our knowledge, no examples of a superoxometal complex reacting with a 

hydroperoxometal complex are known. In addition to our basic interest in 

understanding redox reactions of superoxo- and hydroperoxometal complexes, 

these species are important in both biological and industrial contexts. 

Superoxo and peroxo complexes of the transition metals are important 

intermediates in autoxidations catalyzed by transition metals. An example is found in 

LCo"'0OR and similar intermediates in the DuPont WA oil process for cyclohexane 

autoxidation to cyclohexanone and cyclohexanol. This reaction is carried out on a 

large scale, eventually producing the adipic acid monomer used in the production of 

nylon 6,6.2,3 The metal controls the decomposition of the key organic intermediate, 

CsHIIOOH, into alkoxy1 and peroxyl radicals that sustain the reaction, as shown in 

Scheme 1. 
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Scheme 1. 

Co3+ + C6H1100H - c02+ + C ~ H i i 0 0  *+ H+ 

Co2+ + C6H1 100H - C03+ + C6Hi 10 + OH- 

C6H1100H - C6Hi00 + H20 

2C6Hi100 - C6Hi00 4- C6HiiOH + 0 2  

Oxygen coordination and subsequent stepwise reduction at a metal are key 

steps in biological systems that use oxygen. The active site of biological oxygen 

carriers hemoglobin and myoglobin are superoxoiron complexes. Both superoxo- 

and peroxometal ions can be seen in the active site of both heme and non-heme4 

iron-containing oxidase enzymes, as well as being responsible for the antibiotic and 

antitumor activity of bleomycin. In the heme oxidases, both superoxo- and 

peroxometal ions are important transients in enzymatic activity, either acting as the 

oxidant for substrates themselves, or being further oxidized to even more powerful 

terminal oxidants, usually a metal-oxo species in a high oxidation state. A 

hydroperoxoiron is the "active" species in bleomycin. It and its high-valent metal oxo 

derivatives cleave DNAs sugar backbone in both cancer cells and bacteria.586 

We expect superoxometal and high-valent metal-oxo complexes, such as the 

aquasuperoxochromium ion (Cra,002+/ CraqOOHz+ E"= 1.03 V vs. NHE)7 and 

chromyl ion, Cr'VaqOz+, to oxidize hydroperoxometal complexes, likely into their 

corresponding superoxide, as in eq 1 and 2. Possible mechanisms for the 

conversion of a superoxometal complex to the corresponding hydroperoxometal 

complex are hydrogen atom transfer, proton coupled electron transfer, and electron 

transfer followed by subsequent protonation. Representations of the various 

complexes studied are shown in Chart 1. 



1" 
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Experimental 

Metal complexes were prepared by literature procedures, as follows: 

Preparation of trans -[L'Cr(H20)2](CF3S03)3 L'= [l 4]aneN4 

An argon-saturated suspension of 1 g of trans-[ L'Cr(Cl)2]CI in 50 mL of 0.1 M 

CF3S03H was placed on Zn/Hg under argon. The gray suspension turned into a pink 

solution of trans- L'Cr(CI)(HZ0)'+ (and over another 15 min. to cherry-red trans - 

L'Cr (H,O)p This was transferred into a beaker and bubbled with a stream of O2 for 

a few minutes to generate trans- L'Cr(Hz0)23+, which was then purified by ion 

exchange chromatography on SP-Sephadex C-25. The dichloro and monochloro 

complexes were eluted with 0.1M CF3S03H, and the major peach band of trans- 

L'Cr(Hz0)z3+was eluted with 1 M CF3S03H, leaving a dark band on the column. 

Multiple fractions were taken and standardized spectrophotometrically (cSo8 ",,, = 17.2 

M-' cm-1).8 

Preparation of trans-[ L1Rh(H20)2H](CF3S03)2 

A 0.53 g sample of trans-[ L'R~(CI)Z]CI was dissolved in 15 mL of deionized HzO. 

The yellow solution was saturated with argon and warmed to -60 'C, and -200 mg 

of Zn powder was slowly added over several minutes, causing visible hydrogen 

evolution. The reaction mixture was stirred for an additional 45 min. until most of the 

color had faded. The excess zinc was removed by filtration, and the faint yellow 

solution was concentrated by rotovap. The white solid product, trans-{[ L'Rh 

(CI)H]}2(ZnC14), was filtered and washed with acetone. This was later dissolved in 

dilute HC104 and recrystalized from a large excess of LiCF3S03, yielding the desired 

p r o d ~ c t . ~  

Preparation of t r a n ~ - [ L ~ C o ( H ~ 0 ) ~ ] ( C F ~ S 0 &  L2 = meSdvk6-[14]aneN4 

A 0.91 g sample of CoC12 6 H20 was dissolved in 5 mL of 2,2-dimethoxypropane 

and 2 mL DMF. This was purged with argon and stirred for - 1 hr, during which the 
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pink suspension became a dark blue solution. This solution was added to 0.53 g L2 

in 9 mL argon-saturated DMF which was then heated to -80 "C and maintained at 

this temperature for -1 hr, during which time a light blue solid precipitated. The blue 

solid product was filtered under a stream of argon and washed with MeOH : 2Et20 

and dried with a stream of Ar. 0.41 g [ L2Co(C1)2]CI was recovered, 40% yield. This 

was later recrystalized from a large excess of LiCF3S03, yielding 

[L2C~(Hz0)z](CF3S03).10 

Superoxochromium preparations 

Solutions of Cia? and L'C? were prepared by Zn/Hg reduction of their respective 

3+ ions under argon. CraqO02+ was prepared by injecting 5 mM Cia? into ice-cold, 

oxygen-saturated solutions of 0.1 0 M HCIO4 containing -0.2 M methanol, and 

standardized spectrophotometrically (E293 ",,, = 3.0 x lo3 M-' cm-I). Total Cr 

concentrations under 0.2 mM typically give yields greater than 80%. These solutions 

were used immediately. L'Cr(H20)00'+ was prepared by a similar procedure, but 

without the methanol. Owing to their greater stability, solutions of this complex were 

used over several hours." 

Preparation of Cr,,00H2+ 

Solutions of Craq002+ were reduced to the hydroperoxo- by approximately 10 % 

excess RU(NH~)~'+, which was prepared by Zn/Hg reduction of the 3+ ion under 

argon. The reaction was rapid and complete upon mixing. The absence of the 

characteristic CraqO02+ spectrum confirmed complete conversion of the superoxo- 

into Cra,00H2+. 

Preparation of Rh(NH3)4(H20)00H2+, L1Rh(H20)00H2+, and 

L2Rh(H20)00H2' 

-0.5-1 rnM solutions of the appropriate RhH were saturated with 02, and their pH 

was then adjusted to 9-1 1 using NH3 (aq). These solutions were then re-acidifed, 
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generating the desired hydroperoxide. Yields -75% are typical. The deuterated 

analogs were prepared in the same way, only replacing H20 with D20. A second 

approach, photolysis of the Rh-H bond under an O2 atmosphere, was avoided due to 

the presence of reactive impurities such as the initial Rh-H as well as RhOO along 

with the hydroperoxide in the reaction mixture." 

Preparation of L~CO(H~O)OOH~+ 

A 10 mg sample of [L2Co(H20)2](CF3S03)2 was dissolved in 5-6 mL argon saturated 

0.05 M HC104. To this solution is added an equimolar amount of R u ( N H ~ ) ~ ~ + ,  

prepared by ZnlHg reduction of its 3+ ion under argon. This mixture is placed on ice, 

then transferred to a beaker and vigorously sparged with oxygen for - 15 min, during 

which time a color change from pink to light green is observed. In order to remove 

R u ( N H ~ ) ~ ~ +  and L2Coa? byproducts, this mixture can be further purified by ion 

exchange chromatography on SP-Sephadex C-25 resin that has been pre-treated 

with HCI/H202, however, omitting this step did not have an effect on the reactivity, 

but did on the resulting spectrum, since the L2Co,q3+ and R u ( N H ~ ) ~ ~ +  present as 

byproducts significantly contribute to the spectrum. Pre-treatment of the resin with 

H202 is crucial, if it is omitted the compound decomposes on the ~ o l u m n . ' ~ * ' ~  

Preparation of Cr'vaq02+ 

A solution of Cr,? was prepared by Zn/Hg reduction of its respective 3+ ion under 

argon. Chromyl ion was prepared by injecting 5 mM Cia? into a standard I cm 

cuvette containing 2.8 mL of air-saturated 0.10 M HC104. Cllvaq02+ was then 

converted into CraqO02+ using methanol, which was then standardized 

spectrophotometrically (E293 nm = 3.0 x 1 O3 M-' cm-'). Typically yields of CllvaqO2+ 

were 0.04 -0.05 mM with 0.01-0.02 mM CraqO02+ as a side product when using total 

Cr concentrations of -0.15 mM. These solutions were used immediately after 

preparati~n.'~ 
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[1 4]aneN4 and [Ru(NH~)~](CI)~ were purchased from commercial sources and 

used without further purification. [ L'Cr(C1)2]CI, [ L'Rh(C1)2]CI, 

[L2Rh(H20)H](CF3S0&, [Rh(NH3)5H](S04), and rneso-Me6-[l 4]aneN4 were available 

from our previous work. 

Kinetic measurements were carried out by conventional UV-vis 

spectrophotometry using a Shimadzu 31 01 PC spectrophotometer, thermostated at 

25 * 0.2 "C. There was no batch dependence on reaction rates. Most of the 

experiments were carried out using manual mixing, but when fast mixing was 

required, a thermostated OLE RSM-1000 stopped-flow spectrophotometer was 

used. Oxygen evolution was measured with a YSI model 5300 biological oxygen 

monitor, thermostated at 25 k 1 "C. 

Results 

The reaction of LRh(H20)00H2+ with LCr(H20)002+ 

Superoxochromium complexes with both aqua and macrocyclic ligands 

oxidize hydroperoxorhodium ions to their corresponding superoxorhodium complex, 

themselves being reduced to hydroperoxochromium. Initial rates were used to study 

the kinetics of the reaction of hydroperoxorhodiurn ions with superoxochromium ions. 

Full time-courses were not used since all reactions of interest suffer from slower 

secondary reactions, in some cases between products and starting materials, as 

well as the inherent instability of the compounds towards decomposition over the 

longer timescales necessary to study the full timecourse. These reactions were 

monitored at 270 nm, where the growth in absorbance due to the formation of 

superoxorhodium ion, which is the dominant spectral feature, causing a net A& = 7 x 

1 O3 M-' cm-'. The hydroperoxochromium ion products absorb only weakly in the 

same regions as the superoxorhodium products, contributing little to the reaction 
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mixture spectrum and remaining essentially invisible. However, in the case where 

L'Cr(H20)002+ was used as oxidant, the decrease in its distinctive spectrum at 

-630 nm can be used to confirm qualitatively that the superoxochrornium was being 

consumed during the course of the reaction. Representative spectra are shown in 

Fig. 1 and 2. 

From the observed absorbance change and known A&, the stoichiometry was 

shown to be 1Cr:l Rh. Even in reactions measured for the full timecourse, the 

stoichiometry appeared to be nearly 1 : I ,  but endpoint absorbances were decidedly 

less reliable due to secondary reactions and decomposition of the products and 

starting material over longer periods of time. The initial rates responded to the 

concentrations of both species and did not diverge depending on the identity of the 

reagent in excess, or under -1 :1 concentrations. This confirms the stoichiometry. 

Plots of initial rate, as determined from the absorbance change, v, vs. the 

product of [LCr(H20)00"] x [LRh(H20)OOH2+] concentrations are linear, with a 

slope equal to the rate constant. Plots of the log (v,) vs. log (product of concentration) 

are linear with slopes of 1, confirming the orders of the reagents as well as the form 

of the rate law. A M/kD kinetic isotope effect of 2.9 was found for the oxidation of 

Rh(NH3)4(H20)OOH2+ and its deuterated analog Rh(NH3)4(D20)OOD" by 

Cr(D20)5002' in D20. The significance of this will be discussed later. There was no 

effect on reaction rate due to the mixing order of the reagents. 

v, = h[LCr(H20)002+][LRh(H20)00H2+] (4) 

The rates of reaction increased as a function of the ionic strength. This is in 

accordance with the Debye-Huckel equation, and is consistent with the reaction of 

two positively charged species, where z, and zb represent the charges of the 
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individual species, ,u the ionic strength, krer the rate-constant at zero ionic strength, 

and the constant A = 0.509 for aqueous solutions. 

~ Z , Z ~ A , U " ~  log k = log k,, + 
1 + ,U"* 

The position of the equilibrium can only be examined in the reactions between 

CraqO02' with Rh(NH3)4(H20)00H2* and L2Rh(H20)OOH2'. As both products can be 

prepared and are relatively stable, the reverse reaction between these 

superoxorhodium ions and Cr,,OOH"can be studied independently. No reverse 

reaction was observed, except for a.slight Abs. increase at 270 nm due to 

decomposition of the hydroperoxochromium ion into HCrOL over 10-30 min 

(Cra,00H2+ decomposition has tz - 15 min. in 0.1 M HC104).'6 The presence of 

nearly quantitative amounts of HCr0; in the product spectrum confirms that little or 

no CraqO02' was being formed. Also, there were no obvious changes in the 

spectrum of superoxorhodium ion, nor was there any formation of an appreciable 

amount of hydroperoxorhodium ion. 

CraqO02'+ LRh(H20)00H2' = CraqOOH2' + LRh(H20)002' K6 (6) 

The decomposition of Cr,,OOH2+allows us to place a conservative limit of 4 

M-' s-' as the maximum rate constant for the reverse reaction, corresponding to K6 

values >46 for Rh(NH3)4(Hz0)00H" and K6 > I 7  for L2Rh(H20)00H2'. When 

L1Cr(H20)0O2+ was used as the oxidant, its corresponding hydroperoxometal 

complex decomposes rapidly, making the determination of the equilibrium position of 

L'Cr(H20)00" with LRh(H20)OOH" impossible, since the equilibrium observed for 

the first step is affected by concentration changes in secondary steps. 
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Mna? did not affect the initial rate of the reaction, which established that the 

chromyl ion, and possibly other strong oxidants, do not play a role in the initial 

hydrogen atom transfer to Cr,,OO". Chromyl is a powerful oxidant that abstracts 

hydrogen atoms from a variety of substrates, and is a known product in Craq0O2' 

decomposition. 

CraqO02+ = Cr,? + 02 (7) 

2Cra? + Craq0O2' + 2H' + C$vaq02' + 2Cra,3C (8) 

The reaction of chromyl ion with Rh(NH&(D20)00D2' will be discussed later in this 

chapter. Large amounts of chromyl ion from Craq0O2' decomposition should be 

prevented by the presence of MeOH in oxygen-saturated reaction solutions, but a 

low steady-state concentration of CrlV,,02'will remain. 

It is known that chromyl ion oxidizes Mna? and is removed from the system 
3+ 17 as unreactive Cr,, . 

(11) 
CrIvaq02+ + Mn,? + 2H' + Cr,? + Mnaq 3+ 

The initial rate was independent of the presence or concentration of Mn,? up 

to 7 mM. This shows chromyl ion plays no role in the initial reactivity of Cr,,002'. By 
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the same reasoning, other strongly oxidizing high-valent metal species, such as Rh", 

are also likely not participating in the initial reaction. This is not guaranteed, as the 

reaction of Rhlv with Mn,? has not been observed, but such a reaction should be 

exorgonic and rapid." 

The initial rates also did not vary when up to 0.1 M hydrogen peroxide is 

included in the reaction mixture, or when oxygen was removed from the reaction 

mixture. These were tests for the involvement of reduced metal ions, such as Rh,, 

and Cr,?, in the chemistry. Hydrogen peroxide reacts quickly (3 x I O 4  M-' s-' for 

Cr,, ) 

unreactive M"' and the -OH radical. 

2t 

z+ 18 with reduced metal ions via a Fenton-like mechanism, generating 

M" + H202 + M"'(0H) + *OH (12) 

If reduced metal ions play an important role in the chemistry, it is expected that 

removing them via the Fenton reaction and replacing them with the powerful 

hydroxyl radical would affect the kinetics as well as the products generated. 

Similarly, if reduced metal ions were being generated in the system they 

should be extremely sensitive to oxygen concentration. The equilibrium in eq 7 lies 

far towards the reactant, but removing O2 from the reaction vessel encourages the 

dissociation of Cra,002' and subsequent formation of chromyl ion through eq 8. As 

such, Cra,002' solutions could not be exhaustively deaerated without increasing the 

concentration of C?Vaq02t. L'Cr(H20)002' solutions did not suffer from this 

complication and could be saturated with Ar without rapidly decomposing the 

superoxometal complex or generating other reactive intermediates. These solutions 

showed the same reactivity towards LRh(H20)00H2' as those under 0 2 .  The 

insensitivity of the reaction towards hydrogen peroxide and oxygen concentration 

supports the absence of reduced metal species in the chemistry. 
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Oxygen evolution from the system was also monitored as a function of time. 

Due to the limits in the oxygen-monitoring system, it is difficult to measure the fast 

initial rates (< 45 s) of oxygen evolution that would correspond with the initial rates of 

the reaction measured spectrophotometrically. However, during the later part of the 

reaction, no additional oxygen evolution was observed apart from what is normally 

seen in known hydroperoxo- and superoxometal complex decomposition. This 

evidence supports cleaving the 00-H bond as opposed to the 0-OH bond, which 

would generate a strongly oxidizing high-valent metal-oxo species, analogous to 

hydroxyl radical in the Fenton reaction, and also oxygen. This would be the case for 

a metal analog to the Haber-Weiss reaction, where superoxide (hydroperoxyl radical) 

oxidizes hydrogen peroxide to a hydroxyl radical and oxygen, itself being reduced to 

water, as shown in eq 3. The observed stoichiometry and products are inconsistent 

with this, and the real Haber-Weiss reaction is slow, at best, and most likely always 

catalyzed by a metal ion, such as Fe 2/3+ , in the modified Haber-Weiss scheme. 

Fe3' + H02 + Fez' + H' + 0 2  (1 3) 

Fe2' + H202 -+ Fe3' + *OH + -OH (14) 

No acid effect was observed over a low range of acid concentrations, 0.02- 

-0.04 M. Hydroperoxometal species are most stable at low acid concentrations (< 

0.01 M), whereas superoxochromium species tend to be most stable at higher acid 

concentrations (2 0.1 M). This severely limits the acid concentration range that 

these reactions can be studied in, and 0.02 M was chosen as a compromise that 

allowed relatively long lifetimes for both species and virtually no change due to 

decomposition during the initial period of the reactions. However, due to the limited 
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pH range of stabilities of these compounds, results are not systematic enough to rule 

out acid effects outside this small range of acid concentrations. 

The reaction of L2C~(H20)OOH2* with Cra,002+ 

The aquasuperoxochromium ion is also capable of oxidizing the macrocyclic 

hydroperoxocobalt complex L2Co(Hz0)00H2'. Unlike the analogous reaction with 

hydroperoxorhodium ions, the full timecourse for L2C~(H20)00H2' oxidation can be 

analyzed. This is due in part to the faster rate of the reaction, which makes the 

slower secondary reactions less important to the initial absorbance change observed. 

Also, L2Co(H20)002'and L2CoaF are rapidly trapped, generating unreactive 

L2Coa? and preventing any further side reactions. Unfortunately the slower reaction 

of Cr(D20)5002' with L2Co(D20)00D" in D20 was not as well behaved as the H20 

case, with a slow linear decrease in absorbance that interfered with the data 

analysis for the faster initial reaction. It is not clear which subsequent or side 

reactions became more important in D20, or if a parallel path operates in the 

deuterated system, only that the overall rate slowed down significantly, on the order 

of -2-3 fold. 

The plot of kobs vs. 2[L2Co(H20)00H2']avg and [CraqO02+]avg is shown in 

Figure 7. It is linear with a slope of k = 130 M-' s-' in 0.05 M HC104. In reactions 

carried out with excess craqO02', the plot of kobsvs. [CraqO02+]avQ falls on the same 

line as the points for 2[L2Co(H20)00H2']avg in excess Co, confirming the 2Cr:ICo 

stoichiometry, and giving the following rate law: 

- --  d[L2Co(Hzo)ooH2'1 = k[CraqOOZ+][LZCo(HzO)OOHz+] (1 5) 
1 d~CraqOO"] 
2 dt df 

-- 

The measured absorbance change is also consistent with a stoichiometry of 

2Cr: 1Co. In reactions carried out under -1:l concentration conditions, the fit to the 



2"d-order eq 16 yielded rate constants in the range 120-160 M-' s-', in good 

agreement with the value obtained from the plot of kobs vs. average excess reagent 

concentration. 

Abs, + {Abso(l - 2) 1-41 - Abs,}e-Mo' 
Abs, = [BI, 

LA], - k A d  I--e 
P I 0  

Following Abst at 295nm, where [AIo represents the limiting reagents initial 

concentration and [Bl0 represents the excess reagents initial concentration. A. 

represents the difference in initial concentration = a[BIo - b[AIo, using coefficients a 

and b to adjust for the proper stoichiometry. 

The results suggest an initial oxidation produces aquahydroperoxochromium 

and the unstable superoxocobalt product L2Co(H20)002', which undergoes rapid 

Co-0 bond homolysis generating reducing L2Coa? and oxygen. The cobalt(l1) 

species is rapidly trapped by a second equivalent of Cra,002', yielding another 

Cra,00H2' and L2Coaq3+, which can be seen as a shoulder in the product spectrum 

around 380 nm. This reaction is summarized in eq 17-20, including the known rate 

constants for the subsequent reactions.'o~20~2' 

CraqO02+ + L2Co(H20)00H2++Cra,00H2' + L2C~(H20)002' k17 = 130 M-' S-' (17) 

net: 2CraqO02' + L2Co(H20)00H2' + H' -+ 2Craq00H2+ + L2Coa? 
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The reaction of Rh(NH&(D20)00D2+ with Cr'V(D20)502+ 

The chromyl ion was found to rapidly oxidize the tetrammine 

hydroperoxorhodium ion to its corresponding superoxide, itself being reduced to the 

spectroscopically invisible Cr3' aqua ion. At 25 "C and in 0.1 M DClO in D20, the 

plot of kobs vs. average chromyl ion concentration is linear and passes through the 

origin, with the slope equal to the rate constant 2 x I O 3  M-' s-', as seen in Fig. 7. 

When the reaction was carried out in H20 it was complete in mixing time, generating 

a quantitative yield of superoxorhodium product. The slower secondary reaction of 

Cr(D20)5002' with excess Rh(NH&(D20)00D2' was observed when a large 

excess of Rh was used and significant amounts of Cr(D20)500" was generated 

during chromyl preparation. Even in water at 5 "C, more than 5 half-lives were 

complete in 4 0  s, placing a conservative estimate on the rate constant of > I O 4  M-' 

s-' in H20, and a correspondingly large kie >5. Rapid-scanning stopped-flow studies 

at -10 "C and 5 "C repeat-scan studies showed no formation of any colored 

intermediates, but only the conversion of Rh(NH3)4(D20)00D2' into 

Rh( N H3)4( D20)002'. 

Discussion 

Chromyl ion and the superoxochromium ions Cr,,002' and L'Cr(H20)0O2' 

are powerful oxidants, and they oxidize hydroperoxorhodium and hydroperoxocobalt 

complexes completely, that is, the equilibrium lies far to the right in these reactions. 

However, the relative instability and subsequent secondary reactions when 

L1Cr(Hz0)00H2' and L2Co(H20)002' are produced make determining the precise 

equilibrium position of the first step impossible, although it is clear that the overall 

process proceeds to completion. This is consistent with what is known of the redox 
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potentials of the respective species. Chromyl ion is the strongest oxidant and 

consequently the most reactive species in hydrogen atom transfer (HAT), followed 

by the CraqO02' and L'Cr(H20)002'. This is expected from what has been observed 

in previous reactions of chromyl and superoxochromium ions, such as the oxidations 

of L1Rh(H20)H2' and substituted phenol, with rate constants > I O 3  larger for chromyl 

ion. Many hydrogen atom transfer reactions of these ions are summarized in 

Table 1. 

There is a significant kH/kD kinetic isotope effect (kie) for the oxidations of 

Rh(NH3)4(H20)00H '+ and L2Co(H20)00H 

respectively. The chromyl ions oxidation of Rh(NH3)4(D20)00D2' has a kie >5. It is 

reasonable to expect a significant kie if hydrogen atom transfer from 

hydroperoxometal to chromium oxidant is the rate limiting step. In other hydrogen 

atom transfer reactions with superoxochromium and chromyl as oxidants, significant 

kie values are reported, and these values are summarized in Table 1. The kie values 

strongly suggest that the breaking of the 0-H or 0-D bond is important to the 

oxidation of hydroperoxometal ions either by a hydrogen atom transfer or proton 

coupled electron transfer mechanism. A rate limiting electron transfer, followed by 

protonation, would not produce a significant kie. 

by Cra,002', of 2.9 and -2-3 

The reactions studied are not particularly fast, especially when the 

superoxochromium ions are oxidants, implying that there is a significant kinetic 

barrier to the reaction. It is reasonable that this barrier involves cleaving the 0-H 

bond of the hydroperoxometal ion. If hydrogen atom transfer is the mechanism, the 

kinetic barrier and consequently the rate of the reaction will be largely determined by 

the BDE of the reductants element-H 

comparing the rate of hydrogen atom abstraction by CraqO02' from the 0-H bond in 

a substituted phenol ArOH, the Rh-H bond in Rh(NH3)4(H20)H", and the RhOO-H 

This can be seen in Table 1 ., 
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bond in Rh(NH&(H20)00H2'. The slowest (1.24 M-I. s-') hydrogen atom abstraction 

by CraqO02' is from the ArO-H bond in the substituted phenol is consistent with its 

relatively high 0-H BDE of -80 kcal mol-'. On the other hand, a fast 129 M-' s-' rate 

constant is observed when abstracting hydrogen atom from the weaker Rh-H bond, 

with a BDE -60 kcal mol-'.25 One can interpolate between these two points, knowing 

our rate constants are in the range of 46 M-' s-' to 17 M-' s-' with CraqO02' and 

LRh(H20)00H2'. Assuming relatively similar self-exchange rate constants between 

the species being compared, the BDE for LRhOO-H is likely somewhere between 60 

and 80 kcal mol-'. This estimate suggests that the hydroperoxorhodium 0-H bond is 

significantly lower in energy than the HOO-H bond in hydrogen peroxide, which is 88 

kcal mol-', and typical ROO-H bonds between 85-90 kcal mol-'.26 

The respective ligands surrounding the superoxo- and hydroperoxometal 

complexes play only a small role in determining their reactivity. This is consistent 

with the chemistry taking place on the coordinated oxygen derivatives, more or less 

independent of the rest of the coordination sphere. This trend is reinforced by 

comparison to other known rate constants for HAT reactions involving these 

complexes in Table 1. The superoxo and hydroperoxo ligands appear to be relatively 

insulated from substituent induced steric and electronic effects. Sterics greatly 

influence the rate of hydrogen atom transfer from Rh-H. When two macrocyclic 

species react by abstracting H-atoms bound directly to the metal, such as 

L'Cr(H20)002'and L'Rh(H20)H2', the rate of the reaction is too slow to measure; 

but Cra,002' readily oxidizes L'Rh(H20)H2'. This is not seen in the analogous 

superoxo-hydroperoxo reaction, where L'Cr(H20)00" oxidizes L'Rh(H20)OOH'' 

slightly faster than Cra,002', 36 M'' s" compared to 23 M-' s-'. 

The insulation from electronic effects is similar. Craq0O" and L'Cr(H20)OO'' 

oxidize the hydroperoxorhodium series with rate constants that are closely grouped 
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regardless of the differing electron donating effects of the ancillary aq and cyclam 

ligands. Also, little difference is seen in the rate constants for L'-, Lz- and (NH& 

Rh(H20)00H2' oxidation by Craq002+, showing no significant trend in electronics of 

the reductant. The lack of electronic effects is again indicative of the decreasing 

influence of ancillary ligands on the chemistry of hydroperoxo- and superoxometal 

complexes. 

Although it is clear that the identity of the metal atom is important to the 

thermodynamics in the reactions studied, it has relatively little effect on the rates of 

these reactions. The measured rate constant for the reaction between Craq0O2' and 

L2Co(H20)00H2' increase only by an order of magnitude from that of the analogous 

reaction with L2Rh(Hz0)00Hz', suggesting changes in reactivity by moving up or 

down the periodic table from Co to Rh are not tremendously large in this type of 

reaction. This is reasonable, since all the complexes prepared are relatively long 

lived, as well as having inert coordination spheres. These kinetic factors, combined 

with very large 0 2  and H02- binding constants for all species studied, means the 

complexes are all, to varying degrees, stable. 

Conclusion 

Hydroperoxo complexes of rhodium and cobalt can be completely oxidized by 

the chromyl ion and by superoxochromium ions in aqueous acid. The significant kie 

and rate laws support a hydrogen atom abstraction from the hydroperoxometal 

complex, generating the corresponding superoxometal complex as product. The 

rates correlate with the relative redox power of the oxidants, as well as the BDEs of 

element-H bonds involved in the hydrogen atom transfer. Substituent and ligand 

effects are relatively small when compared to other hydrogen atom transfer 

reactions with the same oxidants. 
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Table 1. A summary of hydrogen-atom transfer reactions. 

oxidant reductant k (M-' s-') kie Ref. 

CraqO02+ 

CraqO02+ 

CraqO02+ 

Cra,002+ 

CraqO02+ 

CraqO02+ 

CraqO02+ 

CraqO02+ 

cPaq02+ 

cPaqo2+ 
Cr'Vaq02' 

c r l V a q 0 Z +  

cPaqo2+ 
cTIvaqo2+ 

L' Cr(H20)00" 

L'Cr(H20)002' 

L'Cr( H20)002' 

L'Cr( H20)002' 

Rh(NH3)4(H2O)0O2' 

L2Rh(H20)002' 

Rh(NH3)4(H20)00H2' 

L'Rh(H20)OOH" 

L2Rh( H20)OOH" 

L~CO(H~O)OOH~+ 

Rh(NH3)4(H20)H2+ 

L'(H20)RhH'' 

L2(H20)RhH2' 

ArOHf 

ArOH' 

CraqOOH2' 

L'(H20)RhH'' 

L2(H20)RhH2' 

Rh(NH3)4(D20)00D2' 

HzOz 
Rh(NH3)4(H20)00H2' 

L' Rh(H20)00H2' 

Rh(NH3)4(H20)H2+ 

L' (H20)RhH2' 

CraqOOH2+ 

Cra,00H2+ 

46 5 2 

23 ? 1 

1 7 + 1  

130C 20 

135 

129 

24 

1.24 

470 

1340 

1.0 x i o 4  

2 c 0.2 x io3 
1100 

191 

19C1 

3 6 k 2  

3 

< I  

< I  

< I  

2.9 

-2-3 

7.6 

-1 2 

14.7 

5.0 

3.7 

3.3 

>5 
3.6 

a 

a 

a 

a 

b 
b 
b 

b 
C 

C 

d 

d 

a 

e 
a 

a 

b 
b 

a 

a 

b Rh(NH3)4(H2O)0O2' Rh(NH3)4(H20)H2+ 33 

a This work. b Ref. 27. c Ref. 28. c Ref. 16. d Ref. 30. e Ref. 31. fArOH is phenol 2- 

methyl-2-(4-hydroxy-3,5-di-tert-butylphenyl)propylammonium chloride. 
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Figure 1. Representative UV-vis spectra of hydroperoxo- and 

superoxorhodium ions in aqueous acid. 
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Figure 2. Representative UV-vis spectra of superoxochromium ions in 

aqueous acid. 
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[Cr O02'][LRh(H 2 0)00H2+] /IO-'  M2 
aq 

Figure 3. Initial rate as a function of ([Cra,002'] x [LRh(H20)00H2+]) at 

25 "C. Slope = k =  46 f 2 L = (NH3)4 = 0 , 2 3  f 1 L = L' =A, 
1 7 f l  M-'s-' L = L 2 = 0 .  

Conditions: [Cra,002'] = 7 x 

x 1 0 ~ 5 - l . 4 ~ 1 0 - 4 M ;  [ L ' R h ( H ~ 0 ) 0 0 H 2 ~ ] = 1 . 4 x 1 0 ~ 5 - 1 1 . 8 ~ 1 0 - 4 M ~  

[L2Rh(H20)00H2'] = 1.2 x 

- 1.6 x I O 4  M; [Rh(NH&(H20)OOH2'] = 1.4 

- 4 .  - 1.6 x I O  M, [HC104] = 0.02 M = 1.1. 
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Figure 4. Log (Initial rate) as a function of the log ([Cra,002'] x 

[LRh(H20)OOH2']). Slope = 1 f .04. 
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Figure 5. Initial rate as a function of ([L'Cr(H20)002'] x [LRh(H20)OOH2']) at 

25 "C Slope = k = 19 f 1 L = (NH3)4, = 0 36 f 2 M-' s-' L = L' = A 
Conditions: [L'Cr(H20)0O2'] = 6 x 10-6-8.2 x I O 4  M; [Rh(NH3)4(H20)00H2+] 

= 2.8 x 10-5-4.4 x 1O4M; [L'Rh(H20)00H2'] = 1.0 x 10-5-3.2 x 10-5M; 

[HCIOA,] = 0.02 M = p. 
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Figure 6. Log Initial rate as a function of the log ([L'Cr(H20)002'] x 

[LRh(H20)OOH2']). Slope = 1 k .08. 
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Figure 7. kobs as a function of the average excess reagent concentration for 

the oxidation of L2C~(H20)00H2' with Cr,,0O2+at 25 "C. 0 = [Cr,,OO"],,, 

0 = 2[L2Co(H~0)00H2+],,,. Slope = k =  130 * 20 M-' s-I. Conditions: 

[Cr,,OO"] = 3 x 10-5-1 .5 x I O 4  M; [L2Co(H20)00H2'] = 3.2 x 10-5-2.3 x 

M; [HC104] = 0.05 M = v. 
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Figure 8. kobs as a function of the average [C~"(D20)5Oz+] for the reaction 

with Rh(NH3)4(D20)00D2' at 25 "C. Slope = k = 2 f 0.2 x I O 3  M-' s-'. 

Conditions: [Rh(NH3)4(D20)00D2+] = 5 x 10-6-1 x 10-5M; [DC104] = 0.1 M = 
p ; DIH > 98% D. 
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CHAPTER 11. REACTIONS OF NITROXYL RADICALS WITH 

SUPEROXOMETAL COMPLEXES OF CHROMIUM AND RHODIUM. 

Michael J. Vasbinder and Andreja Bakac. 

A manuscript submitted to lnorganic Chemistry. 

Abstract 

The persistent nitroxyl radicals of the 4-substituted-2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidine-N- 

oxy1 radical (TEMPO) series were oxidized by superoxometal ions of Rh and Cr. 

Rate constants for this reaction were determined and correlated to the redox 

potentials of the nitroxyl radicals according to the Marcus equation. The kinetics are 

largely acid independent for Cr,,002', but acid-catalysis dominates the reactions of 

the rhodium complex. The rate constants are several orders of magnitude lower 

than those for other common inorganic radicals reacting with nitroxyl radicals. 
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Introduction 

Persistent nitroxyl radicals, R'NO-, have been known for over 40 years.' Their 

practical uses, along with their hydroxylamine and oxoammonium derivatives (Chart 

1 .), include gentle initiators in free-radical polymerizations', efficient catalysts in the 

selective two-electron oxidation of alcohols to  ketone^,^.^ as electrocatalysts in the 

previous reaction6, as well as reagents in organic ~ynthesis.~ They have also been 

extensively used as radical traps, where a reaction with the nitroxyl radical or lack 

there of, is used to support or disprove a radical intermediate in a reaction 

mechanism. Some recent uses in a diverse set of circumstances are shown in these 

 reference^.^.'^ 
Chart 1. ye-."?. 0 H+ e- .I-(-i OH 

_____t _____) 

X X X 
oxoammonium ion nitroxyl radical hydroxylamine 

0 

The nitroxyl radicals are of great biological interest as a ~pin- label '~, '~ and in 

imaging eprI7, but more to the point in this study, because they are important 

antioxidants. They are particularly effective against acute physiological damage 

caused by reactive oxygen  specie^.'^.'^ This damage is mitigated regardless of the 

source of the reactive oxygen species, as both species derived from ionizing 

radiation"." and from mechanical sources such as head trauma" are removed. The 

nitroxyl radical 2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidine-Koxyl radical, TEMPO, efficiently 
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mimics the enzyme superoxide dismutase, removing toxic superoxide (OF) from 

biological 

+02- +02 

Superoxometal ions, as radical species, should react quickly a cleanly with 

other free radicals in solution. When Cra,002+ and Rh(NH~)4(H20)002fsolutions are 

mixed with 4-substituted 2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidine-Koxyl radicals ((X)TEMPO), 

just such a reaction occurs. CraqO02' and Rh(NH3)4(H20)002' oxidize (X)TEMPO to 

the corresponding oxoammonium ion, the superoxide ion itself being reduced to the 

corresponding hydroperoxo complex. 

0 1-:-+ 
X 

0 r 1 2 +  II 

This is supported by the respective redox potentials, which are known independently 

and indicate the reaction should be exorgonic as written, by K >I x I O 4  (for TEMPO 

and CraqO02'). 
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Experimental 

2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidine-N-oxyl radical (TEMPO), 4-0H-2,2,6,6- 

tetramethyl-piperidine-N-oxy1 radical (TEMPOL or (HO)TEMPO), 4-0-2,2,6,6- 

tetramethyl-piperidine-N-oxy1 radical (TEMPONE or (0)TEMPO) were purchased 

from Aldrich and used without further purification. Cra,002' was prepared as 

described in CHAPTER I of this thesis. Rh(NH3)4(H20)0OZ' was typically prepared 

by the oxidation of its hydroperoxo-congener, Rh(NH3)4(H20)00H2', with 0 3 .  

Excess O3 was used to guarantee all hydroperoxide was converted to the 

superoxide, followed by removal of the excess 0 3  by 0 2  sparge. The oxoammonium 

chloride salts of TEMPONE and TEMPO was prepare by oxidizing the nitroxyl with 

Cl2, following a literature procedure. 27.28 

Kinetic measurements were carried out by conventional UV-vis 

spectrophotometry using a Shimadzu 31 01 PC spectrophotometer, thermostated at 

25 f 0.2 "C. The progress of the reactions were followed by watching the 

disappearance of Cra,002+at 293 nrn and Rh(NH3)4(H20)002' at 270 nm. Stopped- 

flow measurements were carried out using a thermostated OLlS RSM-1000 rapid- 

scanning stopped-flow spectrophotometer. . 
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Results 

Reactions of superoxometal ions with a large excess of piperidineoxyl radical 

followed first-order kinetics. The plots of the observed first-order rate constant kobs 

vs. [(X)TEMPO] where X = 4-OH, 0 and H, with CraqO02' and Rh(NH3)4(H20)002' 

are linear with a slope equal to the second order rate constant, and are shown in 

Figures 1-3. The amplitudes of the Abs.-Time curves are consistent with the 

complete reduction of superoxometal ion to the hydroperoxide. In all but one case, 

the kinetics were independent of acid concentration and ionic strength in the range 

0.02 - 0.10 M. Stopped-flow repetitive scan experiments, carried out with >I mM 

(X)TEMPO, show no rapid step prior to what is observed on the conventional mixing 

timescale. Also, no absorbance around 350 - 400 nm, characteristic of the 

oxoammonium ion, could be observed in the reaction mixture even on this fast 

timescale. This absence of the oxoammonium ion spectrum is consistent with the 

relatively rapid decomposition as reported by Goldstein et al 25,26 for the TEMPOL 

and TEMPONE oxoammonium ions. 

Experiments using excess superoxometal ion gave rate constants in good 

agreement with what was seen with excess piperidineoxyl radical. There was no 

change in the rate constant of the reaction when using excess superoxometal ion, 

which is consistent with 1 CraqO02':1 TEMPO-X stoichiometry, as already deduced 

from the amplitude of the absorbance changes. No reaction was observed between 

the decomposition products of the authentic oxoammonium chloride salt of 

TEMPONE and CraqOO '+. The hydroperoxides CraqOOH2' and 

Rh(NH&(H20)00H2' did not react with piperidineoxyl radicals. 

The piperidineoxyl radicals tested did not have the ability to catalytically react 

with superoxometal ion, as depicted in Scheme 1. This was demonstrated in the 

reaction of Craq002+with TEMPO and TEMPOL in the presence of excess methanol, 
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which is known to reduce the oxoammonium ions to the corresponding 

hydroxylamines via a 2e- hydride-transfer mechanism. 

RzNC=O + RCH20H -+ RzNO-H + RCHO + H' (4) 

The reported rate constant for this reaction is 0.48 ?r 0.02 M-' s-' (TEMPO', pH 

6.9).25 Typical MeOH concentrations in Cr,,0O2'preparations were 0.1 - 0.2 M. No 

difference in the rate constant or stoichiometry was observed when concentrations 

as high as 4.7 M MeOH were used. Since there was enough methanol to efficiently 

trap the oxoammonium ion, the slow reaction between the hydroxylamine TEMPO-H 

and Craq0Ozi must be the cause of the lack of catalysis. We have shown 

independently that the hydroxylamine EtZNO-H reacted more slowly than the 

corresponding nitroxyl radical with CraqOOZc. 

Scheme 1. 

0 

- CraqOOH2+ 
+ craqoo2+ 

OH 0 
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Effect of acid concentration on the observed rate constant 

In the reactions of Rh(NH3)4(H20)002' with all nitroxyls, an acid-catalyzed 

pathway was observed. For TEMPONE oxidation, this is shown in Fig. 4 and 5, 

where observed second-order rate constants increase with acid concentration at a 

constant ionic strength. The slope of the plot of kobs vs. [H'] yields a 3rd-order rate 

constant of 2.2 ? 0.2 x I O 3  M" s-I. A lower limit of 4 M-' s-' could be assigned to the 

acid-independent path, meaning the major pathway in the reaction is acid-catalyzed. 

In accordance with specific acid catalysis, an inverse kinetic isotope effect of kHlkD 

-0.8 was observed. as shown in Fig. 6.'' In acidified D20 the concentration of 

protonated amminerhodium superoxide, (Rh(NH3)4(D20)OO(D)3' vs. 

Rh(NH3)4(H20)OO(H)3') is raised, meaning more of the reactive form of the oxidant 

is available. This is due to the lower basicity of D20 (D30' is a stronger acid than 

H30') and increased stability of Rh(NH3)4(D20)00(/3)3'. Typical values for inverse 

kies in acid-catalyzed hydrolysis reactions range from kHlkD = 0.3-0.8. The acid- 

catalyzed oxidation of I- with Cr,,002' exhibits an inverse kinetic isotope effect of 

kHlkD = 0.5.30 

The reaction of Cra,002' with TEMPONE also began to show an acid- 

catalyzed path, but to a much smaller extent than with Rh(NH3)4(H20)002tl(H)3f as 

the oxidant. The plot of kobs vs. [TEMPONE] in 0.02 M and 0.10 M HC104 revealed a 

small increase in observed rate constant when moving from lower to higher acid 

concentration, as can be seen in Fig. 3. The small value of the third-order rate 

constant of -60 M-' s-' derived from this increase combined with the relatively large 

value of 21 M-' s-' for the uncatalyzed reaction means the major pathway in 

TEMPONE oxidation by Cra,002+ is not acid-catalyzed. 

Similar effects of acid concentration on observed rate constant are seen in 

the oxidations of TEMPO and TEMPOL by Rh(NH3)4(H20)002'. However, the 
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importance of the [H'I-independent intercept term increases with improved 

thermodynamics, so that the stronger reductants, TEMPOL and, especially, TEMPO, 

exhibit measurable intercepts in their plots of kobs against [H'], as shown in Fig. 7. 

The values of the 3rd-order rate constants for Rh(NH3)4(H20)00(Hj3' oxidation of 

(X)TEMPO are all similar and in the range of 1 - 2 x I O 3  M-' s-'. In contrast to this, 

the magnitudes of the [Ht]-independent term increase as a function of the reducing 

ability of the nitroxyls, from <5 M-' s-' in the difficult to oxidize, poorly reducing 

TEMPONE to - 50 M-' s-' for the best reductant, TEMPO. This is expected on the 

basis of Marcus' Theory, and more will be said on this in the following Discussion. 

Discussion 

The oxidations of piperidineoxyl radicals with CraqO02' and 

Rh(NH&(H20)002' are decidedly slower than with other free-radical oxidants, as 

can be seen in Table 1. Small, thermodynamically powerful radical oxidants, such as 

-OH and H02, react with rate constants approaching the diffusion controlled limit, > 

10' M-' s-'. The superoxometal ions Cra,0OZcand Rh(NH&(Hz0)002' react with 

these same radicals with rate constants similar to those for closed-shell oxidants, 

such as 12 and C(N02)4. Similarly, the radical mN02, which has a reduction potential 

comparable to that of Cra,002', reacts with nitroxyl radicals much more quickly than 

the superoxometal ion does. 

The rate constants for piperidineoxyl radical oxidation by superoxometal ions 

are proportional to the €"for oxoammonium ion reduction, the plot of which can be 

seen in Fig. 8. This allows us to interpret the data following the Marcus cross- 

relation, k12 = (k~~k22Kl2f12)'". The slope of log kvs. € (for oxoammonium ion 

reduction) is -7.5 for CraqO02', in good agreement with the theoretical value of -8.4. 

Marcus theory predicts slower rate constants for oxidation of piperidineoxyl radicals 
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as the driving force of the reaction is decreased, in this case, by increasing the value 

of €for the (X)TEMPO+ / (X)TEMPO couple by substitution on the ring, meaning the 

poorer a reductant the nitroxyl is, the slower its oxidation should take place. Similar 

agreements with the Marcus equation have been obtained for the oxidation of this 

series of piperidineoxyl radicals by tetranitr~methane~',~~, and for the oxidation of 

TEMPO and 3-carbamyl-PROXYL (PROXYL = 2,2,5,5-tetramethylpyrolidinoxyl 

radical) by hydroperoxyl radicalz5. These results are summarized in Table 1. 

Marcus theory also allows for the estimation of the potential of the 

Rh(NH~)~(H~0)00"/-00H2' couple. The direct electrochemical measurement for 

this couple is unavailable due to complexities in the electrochemistry. It is fair to 

assume similar self-exchange rate constants for superoxometal ions, since each are 

substitutionaly inert complexes with small ligands. A comparison of the rate of 

reaction between metal superoxide and nitroxyl, as well as the known potentials for 

the Craq002'/-00H2' and piperidineoxyl radical couples (see Table 1) allows for the 

estimation of K (AEq for the Rh(NH 3)4(H20)002' + (X)TEMPO reaction. From this 

AE0, the €'for Rh(NH 3)4(H20)002'/-00H2' can be calculated by comparing back to 

known piperidineoxyl radical potentials. This exercise places Rh(NH3)4(H20)002'/- 

00H2' in the range of 0.93-1 V. The calculation is shown in the Supplemental. 

Support for using Marcus theory to estimate the value of the rhodium couple comes 

from the increasing value of the [H'I-independent term as a function of (X)TEMPO 

potentials. 

This €"derived from the Marcus correlation is likely larger than the real value, 

as deduced from studying eq 6 in Chapter I of this thesis. 

Cra~O02' + Rh(NH3)4(Hz0)00H2' = CraqOOH2' + Rh(NH3)4(Hz0)002' Ks (6) 
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Since no reverse reaction is observed between Rh(NH&(H2O)0O2+ and CraqOOH2+, 

the limiting value of & can be placed at 4 6 ,  corresponding to an P fo r  the 

Rh(NH3)4(H~0)00'+/-00H~+ couple at 0 . 9 3  V. As can be seen in Fig. 6 and Table 

1 ., all reactions using Rh(NH3)4(H2O)0O2+as oxidant are slower relative to Craq0O2+, 

suggesting Cra,002+ is the more powerful oxidant. This is consistent with what is 

known for the reaction in eq 6. A value for the Rh(NH3)4(H20)0O2+/-O0H2+ P i n  this 

range would also mean a small driving force for the reaction of Rh(NH3)4(H20)002+ 

with (X)TEMPO, requiring acid-catalysis to drive the reactions by protonating the 

oxidant, as is seen in this case, and to a lesser extent for CraqO02+ with TEMPONE. 

Conclusion 

Superoxometal ions of Cr and Rh do indeed oxidize the piperidineoxyl 

radicals of the (X)TEMPO series. The rate constants are many orders of magnitude 

smaller than those observed for other common inorganic radicals with these same 

nitroxyl radicals. The rate constants for the reaction of superoxometal ions with 

(X)TEMPO are more in line with those of closed shell oxidants, the kinetic barrier 

reflecting the highly delocalized nature of these superoxometal ions. In the most 

downhill reactions, those involving Cr,,OO'+ with TEMPO and TEMPOL, no effect of 

acid concentration or ionic strength is observed on the rate constant. However, in 

reactions with a smaller thermodynamic driving force, acid-catalysis is necessary for 

the reaction to proceed at an appreciable rate. The rate constants correlate with the 

known redox potentials of the oxoammonium ionlnitroxyl radical couples and the 

Craq0O2+/-00H2+ couple. These results fit the Marcus' cross-relation for electron 

transfer, showing agreement within 15% of the theoretical value. 
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Table 1. Comparison of electron-transfer reactions of piperidineoxyl radicals with 

various oxidants. 

oxidant nitroxyl k (M-' Si) €'?+NOtb Ref. 

Craq0o2+ TEMPO 406 i 12 1.03 0.73 C 

Craq0O2+ TEMPOL 159 '3 1.03 0.80 C 

CraqOO*+ TEMPONE 21 i 1  1.03 0.91 C 

Rh(NH&(Hz0)0O2+ TEMPO 50 f 15d - <0.93 0.73 C 

Rh(NH&(H20)0O2' TEMPOL 2 5 i 5  - <0.93 0.80 C 

Rh(NH3)4(H2O)0O2+ TEMPONE <5 - <0.93 0.91 C 

d 

33 
12 TEMPO 5.3 0.218 0.73 

C(N02)4 TEMPO 6.6 0.93 0.73 

C(N02)4 TEMPOL 0.85 0.93 0.80 

34 

34 

32 

25 

25 

C(N02)4 TEMPONE 0.075 0.93 0.91 

H0z TEMPO 1.2 iO.1 x108 1.44 0.73 

02.' TEMPO <I x103 0.88 0.73 

H0z 3-CP' 1.3 '0.1 x106 1.44 0.87 

*OH TEMPO 4.5 & 0.4 x l  O9 2.72 0.73 

*OH TEMPOL 4.5 5 0.4 x109 2.72 0.80 

25 

35 

35 

35 

36 

*OH TEMPONE 4.5 i 0.4 x109 2.72 0.91 

*OH 3-CP' 3.7 x i  o9 2.72 0.87 

*NO2 TEMPO 7.1 & 0.2 x108 1.04 0.73 

*NO2 TEMPOL 8.7 +. 0.2 x108 1.04 0.80 

26 

26 

26 *NO2 TEMPONE 7.1 i 0.2 x108 1.04 0.91 
26 *NO2 3-CP' 7.1 '0.2 x108 1.04 0.87 

R u ( ~ P Y ) ~ ~ +  3-CP' 4.9 i 0.2 x108 1.29 0.87 37 
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a Volts vs. NHE, X + e- + H+ + XH. Ref. 3839 

b RzN+=O/ R2N0, Volts vs. NHE Ref.40'42 

c This work. 

d Represents the extrapolated zero acid constant as derived from the 

intercept of the plots of kvs  acid concentration (Figs. 5 and 7). 3'd-order rate 

constants are: 

2.2 0.2 x io3 M - ~  s- I  for TEMPONE 

1 .I 0.2 x i o 3  M - ~  s-I for TEMPOL 

2.2 0.2 x 1 O3 M-' s" for TEMPO 

e For l2 + e- + 12' initial step. Net reaction l 2  + 2RzN0 -+ 21- + 2R2N+=0 

f 3-CP = 3-carbamyl-PROXYL radical 
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\ 

n 0.1 
0 

Y 

0.05 

0 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 

[TEMPO] /1 0-4 M 
Figure 1. The plot of k b s  vs. [TEMPO] concentration for the reaction of 

superoxometal ions with TEMPO at 25 "C. Condition s: 0 [Cr,,OO*+] = 1.3- 

7.0 x 

0 [Rh(NH&(H20)O02'] = 1-1.2 x 

[HC104] = 0.02 - 0.10 M. p = 0.02 - 0.12 M (NaC104 balance). 

M; Slope = k =  406 f 12 M-' s-'; 

M; Slope = 104 * 4 M-' 5.'; 
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0.02 

0 
0 2 4 6 8 10 

[TEMPOL] /1 0-4 M 

Figure 2. k b s  vs. [TEMPOL] concentration for the reaction of superoxometal 

ions with TEMPOL at 25 "C. Conditions: 0,O [Craq002+] = 0.8-3.2 x 

0 in 0.02 M HC104; 0 in 0.1 0 M HC104; 

0 [Rh(NH&(H20)0O2+] = 0.8- 3.2 x 

CraqOO "and 47 2 3 M-' s-' for Rh(NH3)4(H20)002+. 

M; 

M; Slope = k =  159 c 3 M-' 5.' for 
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[TEMPONE] /1 0-4 M 
Figure 3. kbs vs. [TEMPONE] concentration for the reaction of Cra,002+ with 

TEMPONE at 25 "C. Conditions: 0 in 0.02 M HC104; 0 in 0.10 M HC104; 

[Cra,002'] = 3.4 - 9.0 x 1 O+j M; Slope = k =  28 * 0.5 M-' s-' for 0 ; 

22 0.6 M-' 5.' for 0; p = 0.1 M (NaC104 balance). 
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0 1 2 3 4 5 6 
[TEMPONE] /l 0-4M 

Figure 4. bbs vs. [TEMPONE] concentration for the reaction of 

Rh(NH3)4(H20)002' with TEMPONE at 25 "C in indicated [HCI04]. 

Conditions: = [Rh(NH3)4(H20)002+] = 0.3 - 3.0 x 

slope = 65 * 1 M-' s-'; + = 0.04 M HC104, slope = 78 * 2 M- s , W = 0.066 

M HCI04, slope = 129 * 4 M-' s-'; A = 0.1 0 M HC104, slope = 237 c 8 M- s , 

p = 0.1 M (NaC104 balance). 

M; 0 = 0.02 M HC104, 
1 -1. 

1 -1. 
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Figure 5. Apparent second-order rate constant for Rh(NH3)4(H20)002C + 
TEMPONE vs. acid concentration at 25 "C. Slope = k =  2.2 2 0.2 x 1 O3 M-* s-'; 

1.1 = 0.1 M (NaC104 balance). 
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[(O)TEMPO]/l 04M 

Figure 6. Change in observed rate constant for the reaction of TEMPONE 

with (NH3)4(H(D))20)RhO02’ in 0.10 M H(D)C104 in H20 and D20 at 25 “C. 

In D20, slope = k = 288 rf: 8 M-’ s-’ . For H20, 237 * 8 M-’ s-’. 
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[H+]/M 

Figure 7. Apparent second-order rate constant for the reaction of 

Rh(NH3)4(H20)00'+ with TEMPO and TEMPOL ((H0)TEMPO) vs. acid 

concentration at 25 "C. S1op.e = k = 2.2 a 0.2 x lo3 M- s , intercept = 50 k 15 

M-' 

s-' for TEMPOL. p = 0.1 M (NaC104 balance). 

2 -1 . 

for TEMPO. Slope = k = 1.1 k 0.2 x 1 O3 M-' Si, intercept = 25 a 5 M-' 
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Figure 8. log kvs  the reduction potential (vs. NHE) of (X)TEMPO+/(X)TEMPO 

for the reaction with Cr,,002+ 
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Supplemental 

Calculation of Pfor  Rh(NH &(H20)00"/-00H2' 

k1Z = (kllkzzK12flz)"z 

b2- 1 (assumed) 

LMOO + LM'OOH -, LMOOH + LM'OO kll assumed 1:1 for Cr and Rh 

R2N+=O + RzN'O + RzNO + RzN"=O 

LMOO + RzNO + H+ + LMOOH + RzN+=O k~2 

LMOO + RzNO + H+ = LMOOH + RzN+=O Kiz 

k22 

Used known k ~ z  for Cr,,002+ + TEMPO-X and Kiz from AE"= (1.03 V - R zN+=O/ 

RzNO) to evaluate the product of (kll x kz2). Use this estimated kl1kz2 value with the 

measured ~ I Z  for Rh(NH&(HiO)OOz+ + TEMPO-X to evaluate K12 and A.E"for the 

Rh(NH3)4(H~0)00'+ + TEMPO-X reaction, and E"for Rh(NH ~)4(Hz0)002+/-00H2+ 

Table S-1 

calc. calc. E" 
Nitroxyl AE@r K&r k&r ~ I I ~ Z Z  k12Rh 

K&h A f R h  Rh00/00HZt 

TEMPO 0.31 V 1 . 6 ~  l o 5  406 1 104 1.OX l o 4  0.236 V 0.95-0.97 V 

-0L 0.23V 7 . 7 ~ 1 0 ~  159 0.33 47 6 . 7 ~ 1 0 ~  0.226V 1.02-1.03V 

-ONE 0.12v 1.0x102 28 7.84 -5 -3 -.028 V 0.93-0.94 V 
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CHAPTER 111. NUCLEOIPHILIC ASSISTANCE IN OXYGEN-ATOM 

TRANSFER REACTIONS CATALYZED BY A RHENIUM(V) 

DITHIOLATE COMPLEX. 

Michael J. Vasbinder and James H. Espenson. 

Published as Organometallics 2004,23,3355-3358. 

Abstract 

Oxygen atom transfer from pyridine Koxides (PyO) to triphenylphosphine is 

catalyzed by MeReO(mtp)PPhz, 1, where mtpH2 is 2-(mercaptomethyl)thiophenol, at 

a rate given by v =  ~[1][PyO]*/[PPh3]. When, however, other nucleophiles N are 

added, the rate law becomes v =  k~[l][Pyo][N]/[PPh~], and values of k~ correlate 

with the nucleophilic strength of the added cocatalyst N. 
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Introduction 

Oxygen-atom transfer (OAT) reactions are important two electron redox 

reactions in Nature,’-4 as well as having a potential use in selective synthetic 

 oxidation^.^.^ They can be generalized as the reaction of an oxygen-atom donor, D, 

with an oxygen atom acceptor, A. 

D-0 + A  + D + A-0 (1) 

A specific kind of OAT reaction is the transfer of oxygen atom from an amine- 

N-oxide to a phosphane. Despite the highly exothermic nature of the reaction, and 

an expected negative free energy of reaction near -260 kJ mol-’,* these reactions 

are not seen in the absence of a catalyst. The reaction of pyridine-N-oxides with 

triphenyl phosphine, assuming little entropy change, is just such a kinetically limited 

exergonic reaction. 

Triphenylphosphine is a good oxygen-atom acceptor, shown by the large 

P=O bond dissociation energy 557 kJ mol-’ for OPPh3. 

Kinetics have shown a second-order dependence on pyridine-N-oxide 0- 

atom donor in eq 2.” It has been suggested that this is due to a nucleophilic attack 

by a second substrate molecule, after the first 0-donor substrate pyridine-N-oxide is 

coordinated. This second order term is always seen in the kinetics regardless of 

which pyridine-N-oxide substrates were used. 
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Recently, Que and co-workers have reported that the reaction of 

Fe"(TPA)(OTf)2 where TPA is the tris(pyridy1-2-methy1)amine ligand, with fert-butyl 

hydroperoxide is promoted by nucleophiles.'2 These exogenous nucleophiles were 

necessary to cleave the (TPA)Fe"l-OOR intermediate to generate (TPA)Fe'"=O 

species, a model for the active sites of non-heme mononuclear iron enzymes. 

The purpose of this study is to quantify this hypothesized nucleophilic 

assistance. By varying the nucleophilicity of the incoming ligand, it can be seen 

whether or not this ligand is acting as a nucleophile. It would become convenient to 

do this via substituent effects. If what is being observed is nucleophilic assistance, 

then substituents with electron-donating character should enhance the rate of the 

reaction. Conversely, electron-withdrawing substituents should decrease the 

reaction rate, by decreasing electron density available for the nucleophile to donate 

to the reaction center. By studying Hammett linear free energy correlations, this 

nucleophilic assistance can be quantified. 

This mechanistic work follows much work done by researchers in this group. 

Here the general mechanism of catalysts such as the MeRe(0) mtp-monomer-PPh3, 

the catalyst in these particular reactions, has been worked out in detail. 

This, and the cited previous work allows for the following scheme to be proposed. 
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Scheme 1. 

k l  

k -1 

- 1 +pyO - A +  PPh3 

O p p h 3 Y  fast 2 PPh3 

k3 B 
c + p y  (RCS 

Initially, the PPh3 ligand is replaced by the incoming oxygen-donating 

substrate, labeled py0. This Re”, 5-coordinate species is then attacked by a 

nucleophile at the vacant coordination site trans to the apical oxo-group. If no 

exogenous nucleophile is present, this attack can made by a second equivalent of 

the py0 oxygen-donor substrate. Once this nucleophilic attack, which transfers 

electron-density into the transition state, happens, the cleavage of the Reo-pyx 

bond follows. It is this nucleophilic attack which is studied herein. 

Experimental 

Materials All substituted pyridines, triethylamine, n-butyl-imidazole and 

tetrabutylammonium bromide, as well as the substituted pyridine-N-oxides were 

purchased form Aldrich, and in most cases used without further purification. 

Spectrophotometric grade DMSO, pyridine and inhibitor-free THF, were purchased 

from Fisher Scientific and used without further purification. The rhenium catalyst 1 

was prepared from the dimeric form, 2, by stirring the dimer in a benzene solution of 

PPh3, following a previously published p r o c e d ~ r e ’ ~ ~  14. Catalyst concentrations were 

checked spectrophotometrically using known molar absorptivities E330 nm = 2.6 x 1 O3 L 

mol-’ cm-’ and E606 nm = 1.9 x 10‘ L mol-’ cm-’. 
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Kinetics Reactions were followed spectrophotometrically at convenient 

wavelengths in the UV absorbance of the substituted pyridine-N-oxides, usually 

between 330-400 nm, using a Shimadzu UV-2101 PC spectrophotometer, or 

Shimadzu UV-2501 PC spectrophotometer thermostated to 25.0 * 0.2 “C. All 

reactions, except those where initial rates were measured, were followed to at least 

two half-lives. The absorbance-time data were then fit to the following equation: 

Ab% = Abs, + (Ab%- Ab%) exp(-k, t) (3) 

The values of k~ were then extracted by the following mathematical 

relationship, assuming the contribution from k~[pyO]’ is negligible. 

k,= k~[Re]~[nuc][PPh3]-’ (4) 

When using 4-piccoline-N-oxide as the oxygen-donor substrate, the second- 

order component could not always be eliminated from the rate law. The resulting 

kinetic curves were fit to the following equation for mixed first and second-order 

kinetics. 

These reactions were followed to completion. Comparisons of fits of mixed 

order data to eq 3 and 5 are given in the Supplemental section (Figure S-1). Values 

of k~ were obtained by fitting k , ~  vs. nucleophile concentration to the following 

equation (Figure S-2-6): 
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Initial rates were determined by converting from absorbance to concentration 

using the following molar absorptivities for 4-picoline-N-oxide E330 nm = 960 L mol-’cm 

’, 4-nitro-2-methylpyridine-N-oxide, E390 ”,,, = 1300 L mol-’ cm-’ and nm = 670 L 

mol-’ cm-’, and fitting the first 4-5 % of these concentration-time data to a line. In 

faster reactions, with more scatter in the absorbance data due to the photomultiplier 

tubeI5 or mixing, the full concentration-time profile was fit to a fifth-order polynomial, 

the derivative of which can be taken, with the second root giving the initial rate 16- 

17.Values of k~ were obtained using the following relationship, again assuming the 

contribution from k~ predominates: 

These values of k~ using either of the two initial rates fitting methods are 

expected to be reproducible only to ? 1520%. 

Results and Discussion 

It has been shown that the rate law for the catalyzed conversion of pyridine- 

N-oxides (py0) to pyridines is as follows:” 

This rate law is in complete agreement with what is presented in Scheme 1. 

The unusual feature in this rate law is the second-order dependence in py0 

concentration to the rate. It was this second-order component that led to the 

hypothesis of nucleophilic assistance in the reaction mechanism. 
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Using an excess of an exogenous nucleophile, the reaction can be driven 

down the k~ path, which is first-order in both nucleophile and substrate. Assuming 

that the concentrations of the catalyst and nucleophile do not change throughout the 

course of the reaction, the rate law under pseudo-order conditions should be as 

follows: 

Without an exogenous nucleophile, a pseudo-second-order dependence on 

oxygen-atom donor concentration, 4-picoline oxide in this case, is observed. In the 

presence of excess Br -, a pseudo-first-order dependence is shown with respect to 

the concentration of substrate. This based on the slope of the log-log plot of initial 

rate vs. 4-picoline-Koxide concentration is shown, the slope = 1 .O. Bromide was not 

chosen as a nucleophile in later studies, as it is implicated in catalyst 

decomposition,18 which prevents analysis over the full course of the reaction. Also, 

its nucleophilicity cannot be varied by substitution. 

Hammett Correlations 

The nucleophilicity of the incoming ligand was varied by adding electron 

withdrawing and donating substituents to pyridine, then measuring the rate constant 

as a function of the Hammett substituents parameter, B. Although nucleophilicity 

parameters already exist for LFER studies, such as the ones derived from the 

Edwardslg and Swain-Scot?' equations, few nucleophile studies using inorganic 

systems have been conducted, and there is little correlation between the relative 

nucleophilicities of metal complexes and organic substrates, such as CH31. There 

are also few correlations between relative nucleophilicities of ligands attacking high- 

valent metal-oxo species, such as 1, in comparison to softer, low-valent metal 
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complexes such as those of Pt".*' This necessitated the use of Hammett parameters 

in order to study relative nucleophilicity. 

By varying the substituents on the pyridine, the nucleophilicity of the incoming 

ligand can be varied. This variation followed the linear fit to the Hammett equation. 

The slope of this line yielded the Hammett reaction constant for nucleophilic 

assistance, PN, which was found to be equal to -1 .O, where the substrate was 4-nitro- 

2-methylpyridine-N-oxide. PN was found to be -2.7 with 4-picoline-N-oxide as the 

substrate. The significance of this Hammett reaction constant is that the transition 

state must be more positive than the reaction center, and, consequently, increasing 

the electron density on the Re-atom increases the rate of the reaction. Previous 

work has shown a large, negative value for the Hammett reaction constant for the 

reactions, pc = -3.84." The magnitude is caused by the composite nature of the pc 

term, due to py0 being involved as a ligand in two binding equilibria and a 

nucleophile in the rate-determining step. PN represents the Hammett reaction 

constant for nucleophilic attack, the k3 step in the proposed mechanism. As such, it 

is expected to be smaller than the composite term pc of which it is a part. 

The Hammett data supports the view of a transition state in which electron 

density must flow out of the metal complex, supporting the transition state shown in 

eq 10. As varying the nucleophilicity of the incoming ligand has a direct effect on the 

rate of the reaction, this nucleophilic assistance step must occur before the rate- 

controlling cleavage of the Reo-pyx bond. 

This can be rationalized in the terms of an oxygen-atom transfer from the 

substituted pyridine-N-oxide to the rhenium complex. An increase in electron density 

on the rhenium makes it easier for this atom to undergo oxidation, where the more 

electron-poor rhenium atom, with a less nucleophilic ligand bound, would oxidize 

more slowly. Chemical intuition and electronegativity tables clearly show that the 
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new Re=O bond must be polarized towards the oxygen. Also, formal assignment of 

oxidation states would call for a loss in electron density from ReV to Re"", agreeing 

with the Hammett data that electron-density is streaming out of the system. 

Evidence of the dioxo-ReV" intermediate comes from low-temperature 'H-NMR, 

where resonances are seen that correspond to this intermediate." 

As this reaction has not been observed to occur in the absence of a 

nucleophilic assistant, in either the form of an exogenous nucleophile, or as the 

substrate pyridine-N-oxide itself, it is clear that the electron density on the rhenium is 

not sufficient to cause the Re-0-py-X bond cleavage. The Re-center must have an 

increase in electron density before it can be oxidized to Re"". 

A dimeric form of this catalyst, 2, has recently been shown by our group to 

have dramatically increased activity, as compared to the monomeric phosphine 

species 1. It is more than 90 times faster than 1 in OAT reactions from sulfoxides to 

PPh3?'This can be rationalized in terms of nucleophilic assistance. The bridging 

sulfido species acts as an intra-molecular nucleophile, eliminating the necessity of 

inter-molecular coordination of a separate nucleophile. As this inter-molecular 

nucleophilic attack on the Re-center happens before the hypothesized rate- 

controlling dissociation of the N-0 bond, its elimination should cause an increase in 

the rate of the reaction. In general, species ligating through sulfur atoms have been 

shown to be good ligands in our system, as well as being nucleophiles in general. It 
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provides enough electron density to form the dithiolato-Rev"(0)2 intermediate to be 

formed. 

In the case where 4-piccoline-N-oxide was studied as oxygen atom donor and 

an electron withdrawing pyridine, 4-CN, is used the data point falls well off the line fit 

by the other data. From the fit to the five electron-donating points, the extrapolated 

value of kN for 4-CN would be -1.4 L mol-' s-', > I  O4 times slower than the self- 

assisted, kc reaction. This precludes any accurate measurement of the exogenous 

nucleophile path, as experimental conditions allowing measurements under the 

extreme excess of pyridine are unavailable. 

Extreme Nucleophile Concentrations 

With 4-picoline-N-oxide as the substrate, studies were done using an extreme 

excess of the exogenous nucleophile pyridine, up to 4.9 mol L-'. Under these 

conditions, the reaction should be forced down the nucleophilic assistance, kN 

governed, path. That is, no significant contribution to the rate of X-pyridine-N-oxide 

disappearance is made by the self-assisted, kc governed path. This could be 

realized with 4-nitro-2-methylpyridine-N-oxide as the substrate, and was evident in 

the excellent fit to pseudo-first-order kinetics (eq 3). However, in the cases where 4- 

picoline-N-oxide is the substrate, only under dramatic excess of nucleophile was a fit 

to pseudo-first-order kinetics observed. This necessitated the fit of time-course 

kinetic data to eq 5. 
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In experiments with this dramatic excess of nucleophile, a rapid decrease in 

Abs. is observed at 330 nm, typical of reactions carried out under smaller excesses 

of nucleophile, as shown in Fig. 4. Unlike reactions carried out with small py 

concentrations, a sudden increase in absorbance was observed upon what 

appeared initially to be the end of the reaction. 

We believe the rapid step is the disappearance of py0 to py. However, we 

were unable to determine to what extent the py0 to py reaction occurred, due to the 

uncertainty in the endpoint in the reaction. 

This implies high pyridine concentrations can change the observed Abs,. The 

increase in Abs, that could be seen in the timecourse at 330 nm is consistent with 

the formation of a Re-py species, which has a molar absorptivity at that wavelength 

greater than the Re-PPh3 ~omp lex?~  Control experiments, done by addition of 

excess pyridine after the reaction had completed, showed no increase in 

absorbance, indicating that the reaction yielding the rapid absorbance increase was 

between pyridine and an intermediate species, not the products of the reaction. Also, 

pyridine will not undergo apparent ligand exchange with Re-PPh3. In fact the 

microscopic reverse, Re-py being displaced by PPh3, goes to completion on the 

stopped-flow t ime~cale?~ This ligand displacement most likely occurs in the last step 

of the mechanism, where phosphine oxide is displaced by another incoming ligand. 

In the absence of these extremely high pyridine concentrations, another PPh3 

molecule enters displacing the product of the OAT reaction, OPPh3, and 

regenerating starting catalyst 1. 

L-Re-py + OPPh, 

L-Re-OPPh, 
\ 

+ PPh>A 
L-Re-PPh, (1) + OPPh, 
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The ligand exchange between OPPh3 and PPhs/py has not been directly 

observed for these Re-complexes, but we expect it to be facile, due to the relative 

basicities of the species involved, and due to the fact that no Re-OPPh3 species has 

ever been isolated, whereas dozens of Re-PPhs and Re-py species have been 

prepared by the action of the ligands on dimeric rhenium complexes such as 2. 

Nucleophiles Other Than Substituted Pyridines 

Various other nucleophiles including THF, DMSO, N-n-butyl-imidazole, and 

triethylamine, were used throughout the course of the study, and results are 

summarized in Table 1. 

THF was shown to have no effect on the order of the reaction with respect to 

the oxygen-donating pyridine-N-oxide substrate. In other words, no evidence for the 

exogenous nucleophile path was seen, as the reaction remained second-order in 

pyridine-N-oxide. This was interpreted to the low nucleophilicity of THF; the 

interaction of THF and the transition state does not afford enough electron density to 

form the new Re=O bond in the high-energy rhenium(VI1) intermediate. High 

THFlpyO ratios did not affect the second-order term in py0. 

The use of the imidazole derivative was significant, because of its availability 

as a biological ligand in the form of the amino acid histidine. As OAT processes 

occur in Nature, the interest in biologically analogous ligands becomes apparent. 

Recently, imidazole and other N-heterocycles have been studied 24 in the 

monomerization of dimer species 2. It was found that imidazole favors formation of 

monomer, with a large equilibrium constant for monomerization, Keq, >IO5.  This 

implies that imidazole binds tightly to the Re-center, stimulating interest in 

determining weather or not imidazole would serve as a nucleophile. The lack of 

solubility of imidazole and histidine in benzene prevented their direct study in this 

system; N-nBu-imidazole was used because of its greater solubility in benzene. The 
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1 -1 kNfor nBu-imidazole was shown to be 2.60 f 0.13 L mol- s , which makes it a 

relatively good nucleophile in this system. However, the electron-donating nature of 

the nBu- group should inductively add more electron density to the ligating N-atom, 

probably increasing the nucleophilicity of this ligand with respect to ordinary 

imidazole. 

Dimethyl sulfoxide is an interesting choice of nucleophile, in that it ligates 

through an oxygen atom instead of nitrogen. Dithiolato-(Me)Re"O complexes of the 

type studied are well known for their oxophilicity, the differing nucleophilicities of 

pyridine-N-oxides as compared to pyridines are one example. We were interested in 

the acceleration caused by 0-coordination as opposed to N-coordination. In other 

studies done by our group, DMSO has been used as an oxygen-atom donor in OAT 

 reaction^.'^ It was hoped that this background reaction would not obscure the 

interpretation of the nucleophilicity of DMSO. Unfortunately, under the conditions 

necessary to guarantee the nucleophilic assistance path dominates, which calls for 

excess DMSO, the rate of this DMSO-PPh3 OAT reaction became competitive with 

the ordinarily faster pyridine-N-oxide reaction, especially when using the slowly 

reacting 4-nitro-2-methylpyridine-N-oxide as the oxygen-donating substrate. Still, 

based upon initial rate studies, the k~ is estimated to be 1.20 f 0.18 L mol- s , 

roughly as nucleophilic as an alkyl substituted pyridine. 

1 -1 

Triethylamine, the strongest base used, was shown to proceed more slowly 

than any of the other nucleophile promoted reactions. Based upon initial rate studies, 

the kNfor triethylamine is estimated to be 0.08 L mol-' s-'. Less than 70% of the 

pyridine-N-oxide will travel down the triethylamine-assisted path under the conditions 

employed, necessitating the use of initial rates. 

Triethylamine has steric considerations when binding to a metal center. It has 

a larger cone anglez6 than triphenylphosphine", which would hinder nucleophilic 
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attack on the catalyst-Opy intermediate. There was no evidence of adduct formation 

between triethylamine and the catalyst. Studies of this amine with the dimer form, 2, 

of the catalyst showed no monomerization, evident from the lack of a distinct band 

near 600-650 nm attributed to the monomer form of the catalyst. 

Conclusions 

The effect of added nucleophiles on the MeReO(mtp)PPh3 catalyzed oxygen- 

atom transfer reaction from pyridine-N-oxides to triphenylphosphine is summarized 

in Scheme 2. The rate law for the reaction in the absence of added nucleophile N 

was v = kC[l][PyO]*/[PPh3]. When other nucleophiles are added, the rate law 

become v = k~[l][Pyo][N]/[PPh3]. The magnitude of k~ is proportional to the 

Hammett substituent constant u. The Hammett reaction constants PN were found to 

be -1.0(1) for 4-nitro-2-methylpyridine-N-oxide and -2.6(4) for 4-methylpyridine-N- 

oxide as oxygen-donor substrates. The data for the series of nucleophiles are 

summarized in Table 1. The values of PN can be compared with pc = -3.84 for 

XC5H4NO.” Note that PN can be factored into two components, one for the 

XC5H4N0 substrate and the other for the XC5H4NO nucleophile: pc = PC,sub + ~ c , ~ ~ ~ I .  

One can further assume that the nucleophilic component is smaller (less negative) 

than p ~ , p ~  = -2.6 because the ring substituent X is one atom further removed from 

the rhenium atom reaction center. An estimate of is PC.subas -3.8 - (<-2.6), implying 

that PC,sub. is more negative than -1.2. These are not unreasonable reaction 

constants; one might not be far amiss in suggesting that pc comprises two negative 

contributions of roughly similar magnitudes. 
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Interestingly, the best nucleophiles for the MeReO(mtp)PPhs catalyst seem 

to be the pyridine-N-oxide oxygen-donor substrates themselves. A relatively large 

amount of exogenous nucleophile must be added to significantly drive the reaction 

down the kN pathway. Similar results were seen by Que et al in the (TPA)Fe"l- 

OOW(TPA)Fe'"=O system, where the pyridine-N-oxide nucleophile drove the 

reaction an order of magnitude faster than 4-dimetylamin0pyridine.'~ 

Scheme 2. 

r 1 

Re 
s' ' Me 

L A 

\+ PPh3 

-Nuc 1 I +NUC 

/ - PY-x 
1 
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Table 1. Rate Constants for the Nucleophile-Assisted Reactions between Pyridine 
N-Oxides and Triphenyl Phosphine 

k N / ~  mol-' s-' 

4-NO2-2- 4- 
nucleophile MeC5H3N0 MeC5H4N0 (5 a 

pyridines 

4-MezNC5H4N 

4-MeOC5H4N 

4-t-BuCsHdN 

4-MeC5H4N 

3-MeC5H4N 

4-PhC5H4N 

C5H5N 

3-CICsH4N 

3-NCC5H4N 

4-NCC5H4N 

pyridine N-oxides 

4-NO2-2- 
MeC5H3N0 

4-N0&H4NO 

4-MeC5H4N0 

others 

[NBu4]Br 

n-Bu-imidazole 

Me2S0 

NEt3 

4.25(21) 

1.90(10) 

1.33(7) 

1.05(5) 

1.01 (5) 

0.92(5) 

0.73(4) 

0.47(9) 

0.18(4) 

0.15(2) 

1 

(1.78) 

2.60(13) 

1.2(2) 

0.08(2) 

421 (6) 

375(20) 

194(10) 

107(9) 

77(3) 

1 19(7) 

1.50(1) x 
1 o4 

4.0(6) x i o3  

-0.83 

-0.27 

-0.2 

-0.17 

-0.07 

-0.01 

0 

0.15 

0.55 

0.66 

THF no effect 
a Taken from Ref. 28. 
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Figure 1. log-log plot of the initial rate of oxygen-donor disappearance at 

various starting concentrations of oxygen-donor. Order = Slope = 1 .OO 

R = .98. Conditions: [I] = 8-9 x mol L-’; [PPh3] = 2.0 x 10.’ mol L-’ ; 

[NBu4Br] 1 .O x 10 -3 mol L-’ . 

0.12, 
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-1 -0.5 0 0.5 1 
0 

Figure 2. Hammett LFER for various 4-X-pyridine nucleophiles, for the overall 

reaction of 4-NO2-2-Me-pyridine-N-oxide and PPh3, in benzene at 25 C. 

Slope = p = -1 .O i 0.07. 
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Figure 3. Hammett LFER for various 4-X-pyridine nucleophiles for the overall 

reaction of 4-piccoline-Koxide and PPh3, in benzene at 25 "C. Slope = p = - 

2.7 k 0.4. The arrow is drawn to emphasize the predicted position of the 4-CN 

substituted pyridine. Its value was not included with the other five points in the 

linear fit. 
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Figure. 4 Reaction of 4-piccoline-N-oxide as substrate with an extreme 

exogenous pyridine nucleophile excess. Conditions: [I] = 2 x mol L-'; 

[PPh3] = 2.5 x IO-' mol L-'; [pyridine] 4.9 mol L-' ; [pic01 = 2 x I O 4  mol L-'. 
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Figure S-1 . Abs-time trace showing fits to pure first-order and mixed first and 

second order kinetics. Conditions: [I] = 1.7 x mol L-’; [PPh3] = 1.95 x 10.’ 
mol L-’ ; [pyridine] = 0.124 mol L -’ , [4-piccoline-Koxide] = 2.1 x 104mol L -’. 
Inset Shows the residuals vs. time of the two respective fits, mixed-order with 

x and first-order with 0. The horizontal lines represent typical limits of noise 

for the instrument, roughly f ,004 Abs units. 
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Figure S-2. Fit to k v ~  ([PPh3][1] -I) = k~[nuc]. Slope = k~ = 375 f 20. 

Conditions: [I] = 1.7 x 

[4-piccoline-Koxide] = 2.1 x 10-4mol L -I. 

mol L-’; [PPhs] = 1.9-2.0 x 10.’ mol L‘’ ; 
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Figure S-3. Fit to k y l ~  ([PPh~l[l]-') = k~[nuc]. Slope = k ~ =  194 k I O .  

Conditions: [I] = 1.7 x 

piccoline-N-oxide] = 2.1 x 104rnol L-'. 

mol L-'; [PPh3] = 1.9-2.0 x 10.' mol L-' ; [4- 
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Figure S-4. Fit to k y ~  ([PPh3][1]-') = k~[nuc]. Slope = k~ = 77 f 3. Conditions: 

[I] = 1.7 x 1 0-5 mol L-'; [PPh3] = 1.9-2.0 x 1 O-* mol L-' ; [4-piccoline-N-oxide] = 

2.1 x 1O4rnol L-I. 
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Figure S-5. Fit to k I v ~  ([PPh3][1] -') = k~[nuc]. Slope = k~ = 119 * 7. 

Conditions: [ I ]  = 1.7 - 2.5 x 

piccoline-Koxide] = 2.1 x IO4 mol L-'. 

mol L-'; [PPh3] = 1.9-2.0 x IO"  mol L-' ; [4- 
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Figure S-6. Fit to k y ~  ([PPh3][1]-’) = k~[nuc]. Slope = k~ = 421 f 6 Conditions: 

[ I ]  = 1.7 x 

2.1 x 1o4mol L-I. 

mol L-’; [PPh3] = 1.9-2.0 x mol L-’ ; [4-piccoline-N-oxide] = 
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Figure S-7. Fit to k v ~  ([PPh3][1]-’) = kN[nuc]. Slope = k~ = 107 k 9. Conditions: 

[ I ]  = 1.7 x 

2.1 x 1o4rnol L-I. 

mol L-’; [PPh3] = 1.5-2.0 x 10” mol L-’ ; [4-piccoline-Koxide] = 
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GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 

Chapters I and II dealt with the chemistry of superoxo-, hydroperoxo-, and 

oxo- complexes of chromium, rhodium and cobalt. Chapter 111 dealt with the 

mechanism of oxygen-atom transfer catalyzed by an oxo-complex of rhenium. 

In Chapter I, it was shown that hydroperoxometal complexes of cobalt and 

rhodium react with superoxochromium and chromyl ions, generating reduced 

chromium species while oxidizing the hydroperoxometal ions to their corresponding 

superoxometal ions. It was shown that the chromyl and superoxochromium ions are 

the more powerful oxidants. Evidence supports hydrogen atom transfer from the 

hydroperoxometal ion to the oxidizing superoxochromium or chromyl ion as the 

reaction mechanism. There is a significant H/D kinetic isotope effect. Comparisons 

to the rate constants of other known hydrogen atom transfer reactions show the 

expected correlation with bond dissociation energies. 

In Chapter II, it was found that the superoxometal complexes Cr,,002' and 

Rh(NH3)4(H20)002' oxidize stable nitroxyl radicals of the TEMPO series with rate 

constants that correlate with the redox potentials of both the oxidant and reductant. 

These reactions fit the Marcus equation for electron transfer near the theoretical 

value. Acid catalysis is important to the reaction, especially the thermodynamically 

limited cases involving Rh(NH3)4(H20)002' as the oxidant. The rate constants are 

notably less than those measured in the reaction between the same nitroxyl radicals 

and other strong free-radical oxidants, an illustration of the delocalized and stabilized 

nature of the superoxmetal ions. 

Chapter 1 1 1  showed that oxo-rhenium(\/) catalysts needed a nucleophile to 

complete the catalytic oxygen-atom transfer from substituted pyridine-N-oxides to 

triphenylphosphine. The reaction was studied by introducing various pyridine-derived 

nucleophiles and monitoring their effect on the rate, then fitting the observed rate 
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constants to the Hammett correlation. It was found that the values of the Hammett 

reaction constant PN were -1.0(1) for 4-nitro-2-methylpyridine-N-oxide and -2.6(4) for 

4-methylpyridine-N-oxide as substrates. The negative value confirms pyridine is 

acting as a nucleophile. Nucleophiles other than pyridine derivatives were also 

tested. In the end, it was found that the most effective nucleophiles were the 

pyridine-N-oxides themselves, meaning that a second equivalent of substrate serves 

as the most efficient promoter of this oxygen-atom transfer reaction. This relative 

nucleophilicity of pyridines and pyridine-N-oxides is similar to what is observed in 

other OAT reactions generating high-valent metal-oxo species. 
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